Microsoft

Exam Questions 98-379
Software Testing Fundamentals
1. You partner with students from Mexico, India, and the United Arab Emirates on a project that uses the agile methodology. Which two items are risks to good communication? (Choose two.)

A. Intellectual property
B. Requirements gathering
C. Language differences
D. Cultural differences

Answer: A, B

2. When you log a bug, which two items should you include in the bug report to reproduce the bug? (Choose two.)

A. The actions leading up to the bug
B. The author of the code
C. A description of the actual results
D. The severity of bug

Answer: A, B

3. DRAG DROP

Match each status to its test step. To answer, drag the appropriate status from the column on the left to its test step on the right. Each status may be used once, more than once, or not at all. Each correct match is worth one point.

4. This question requires that you evaluate the underlined text to determine if it is correct.

`PeVerify.exe` is used to run automated tests of Windows applications from the command line.

Select the correct answer if the underlined text does not make the statement correct. Select "No change is needed" if the underlined text makes the statement correct.

A. No change is needed
B. MDbg.exe
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C. MSTest.exe
D. wCFTestClient.exe
Answer: C

5. HOTSPOT

For each of the following statements, select Yes if the statement is true. Otherwise, select No. Each correct selection is worth one point.

Answer Area

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Answer:

6. What does a checklist burnup chart display?

A. The estimated remaining hours of work for the sprint
B. The count of items completed and whether the team will complete the remaining items by the end of the sprint
C. The actual remaining hours of work for the sprint
D. The count of items remaining and whether the team will complete the remaining items by the end of the sprint

Answer: B

7. You need to show the rolling average of the number of bugs that the testing team has opened, resolved, and closed.

Which report should you show?

A. Bug trend
B. Build quality indicators
C. Bug status
D. Burn rate

Answer: A

8. This question requires that you evaluate the underlined text to determine if it is correct.

You are creating a performance test plan.

The first step is to design tests.
Select the correct answer if the underlined text does not make the statement correct. Select "No change is needed" if the underlined text makes the statement correct.

A. No change is needed
B. Define the acceptance criteria
C. Inspect the application code
D. Run the application

Answer: B

9. You review an application to manage 5K races. The application includes a method named Match to associate racers based on rank. (Line numbers are included for reference only.)

When the number of racers passed to the method doubles, by what factor does the number of iterations to find a match increase?

```
01 public class Matcher
02 {
03     public void Match(Racer[] racers)
04     {
05         foreach (var racer in racers)
06         {
07             var rank = racer.Rank;
08             foreach (var pair in racers)
09             {
10                 if (pair.Rank == rank)
11                     SetupRace(pair, racer);
12             }
13         }
14     }
15 
16 public class Racer
17 {
18     public int Rank;
19     public string Name;
20 }
21 
22 private void SetupRace(Racer pair, Racer racer) { }
23 }
```

A. 1
B. 2
C. 4
D. 10

Answer: C

10. You use Microsoft Test Manager to test a solution.

Which two statements about using test cases in Microsoft Test Manager are correct? (Choose two.)

A. You can share steps between different test cases.
B. You need to add all fields to a test case when you create the test case.
C. You must define test cases by using Microsoft Test Manager.
D. You can add attachments and hyperlinks to test cases.

Answer: A,B

11. You are using Test-Driven Development. Automated unit tests should be designed:

A. During final user acceptance testing.
B. After the coding milestone has been met.
C. Before the code that is being tested has been written.
D. At the same time as the code that is being tested.

Answer: D

12. This question requires that you evaluate the underlined text to determine if it is correct.

A static language allows for changes in program behavior during runtime without regard to method signatures.

Select the correct answer if the underlined text does not make the statement correct. Select "No change is needed" if the underlined text makes the statement correct.

A. No change is needed
B. Concurrent
C. Domain specific
D. Dynamic

Answer: D

13. This question requires that you evaluate the underlined text to determine if it is correct.

A user story is a documented set of steps that determine if a particular feature of an application is performing properly.

Select the correct answer if the underlined text does not make the statement correct. Select "No change is needed" if the underlined text makes the statement correct.

A. No change is needed
B. Test case
C. Test report
D. Test suite

Answer: B

14. This question requires that you evaluate the underlined text to determine if it is correct.

In a use case diagram, the association between an actor and a use case can show a generalization at each end.

Select the correct answer if the underlined text does not make the statement correct. Select "No change is needed" if the underlined text makes the statement correct.

A. No change is needed
B. Alternative
C. Multiplicity
D. Subsystem boundary

Answer: C

15. A system has the following requirement: Patients should be sent to the Emergency Room if their respiratory rate is >= 20 and their age is >= 65. How many test cases should you write to test all combinations of conditions?

A. 0
B. 2
C. 4
D. 9

Answer: D
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